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In this year of discovery of your personal flame of empowerment, you are becoming the 

reflection of the night sky on Earth. A stellar array of bright Lights that steer wander

inspire poets and tell the story of ancient times and now. You are discovering your unique 

Light and fearlessly shining it into the darkness in ways that will even be seen lightyears from 

now. You as an individual (in-

your treasure, your Light. 

 

It is through this path of Light that others learn to shine. It is through this path of Light that 

you have distilled your own soul to an ever brighter radiance. It through this path of Light that 

you have found your courage to dive deeper into the depths of dysfunction to find solution 

(soul-evolution) for the ills of man. As you look around, you may not see everyone shining 

brightly yet. But watch, dear wayshower, for the dawn is breaking and the 

to Love within the flow of Time.

 

It is the support of Universal Law that holds each star in the sky. It is the flow of Time that 

touches each soul with the glimmer of hope that each star shines. It is the courage of 

consciousness to continue to burn brightly, with the flame of initiation a constant flow of Life 

progressing. That, too, is you, Lightworker. You are supported by Life and cherished by a 

vast universe of Life. Life is in a constant state of movement that has no end in Time.

 

Embrace your timeless nature and embrace Life. That opening of the arms to receive creates 

the flow you inherently seek. It is the nature of Life to support Life, it presses upon you, this 

continuance. The friction of aging, of fatigue is the imbalance o

high frequency vibrational movement of joy, gratitude, wonderment, play, creativity, love 

your speed with Life is matched and the friction ceases.

 

Even your moments of anger, sorrow or frustration can create a flow that opens

to remain there is not the same speed with which Life grows. It grows in joy (support), not 

sorrow, but through sorrow there can be a release that brings a new perspective that fosters 

joy through the flow of time.  

 

From your beautiful human perspective you are learning how the invisible support enhances 

your Life. You are never alone, you are never forsaken. You are so loved that your free will 

choice is honored. Life is fail-

with you. An eon or a moment, it makes no difference to Life, only to you. Life Loves you no 

matter your choice. What will you choose? Embrace Life and you find that same 

unconditional Love growing within you. 
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As we sit to Blast All Together, we are opening to the flow of Life which is the invisible Love 

binding Life together. We are recognizing the unity in the diverse universe. We are seeing 

ourselves reflected in the glorious sun and the enchanting stars. We are Loving all we 

experience, for it is the expansion of Love and Life through us. We are the brave that give 

Life to Love when Love isn’t even visible yet. Blast on! 
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